The following phishing email was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around August 27, 2016. DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Please check out the How to Identify a Fraudulent Email Scam video on the NUI\_Communications YouTube Channel for more information on how to spot phishing email scams.

---

From: nuit_desk@outlook.com
Date: Saturday, August 27, 2016 at 12:03 PM
Subject: NUI\_This is an automated message from Northwestern University!

This is to notify you that our technical admin team (NUI\_T), has detected several attempts to access your e-mail account from an unrecognized device,

August 27, 2016,

Unrecognized Location : Paris, France

IP Address : 09.77.224.62

Host Name : Att Net

ISP : Private

Was this you? If so kindly ignore this message.

If you did not, we encourage you to click on Review your devices <URL intentionally removed by Northwestern IT> to save your current IP in our database, as this will improve increase security in your e-mail account and against any virus or spam content by e-mail sent to you.
NUIT is committed to searching for innovative ways of becoming greener while continuing to deliver quality information technology services at Northwestern.

Connect with NUIT

- @NU1HELP
- NUIT Support Center
- YouTube Channel

Below is an image of the web page you will see if you clicked on the link.